This course has prerequisites.

**IGETC category**

- **IGETC 3B**

Complete 60 degree applicable units along with completion of all required general education requirements. It is highly recommended that you see a counselor for specific courses that will best meet your educational plan/goals. Not all courses on the map are offered every term. Consult the Catalog and the Schedule of Classes for more details.

For information about transferring, see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/transfer/index.html

For information on careers in this field see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/career-employment/index.html

**Program Learning Outcomes**

1. Use their critical thinking skills to analyze and evaluate, both formally and informally, arguments and positions taken regarding various philosophical topics.
2. Compare and contrast various philosophical perspectives, both historically and in the context of larger philosophical texts.
3. Recognize and explain the integration of philosophical perspectives and ideas in selected cultural, historical and thematic contests.
4. Demonstrate their ability to articulate clearly in oral and written form an objective analysis of major works from the various philosophic and religious literature.

**Careers in**

- Law
- Business
- Education/Teaching
- Non-Profit Sector
- Editor
- Public Administration
- Clergy
- Information Technology